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Abstract—The increasing diversity of Internet application
requirements has spurred recent interest in transport protocols
with flexible transmission controls. In window-based congestion
control schemes, increase rules determine how to probe available
bandwidth, whereas decrease rules determine how to back off
when losses due to congestion are detected. The control rules
are parameterized so as to ensure that the resulting protocol is
TCP-friendly in terms of the relationship between throughput
and loss rate. This paper presents a comprehensive study of a
new spectrum of window-based congestion controls, which are
TCP-friendly as well as TCP-compatible under RED. Our controls
utilize history information in their control rules. By doing so, they
improve the transient behavior, compared to recently proposed
slowly responsive congestion controls such as general additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) and binomial controls.
Our controls can achieve better tradeoffs among smoothness,
aggressiveness, and responsiveness, and they can achieve faster
convergence. We demonstrate analytically and through extensive
ns simulations the steady-state and transient behavior of several
instances of this new spectrum.

throughput of a flow, is the loss rate, and is the round-trip
time (RTT).
In addition to TCP-friendliness, smoothness, aggressiveness,
and responsiveness [1], [9] are important indices of congestion
control performance. Smoothness indicates the variability
in transmission rate. Aggressiveness indicates how fast a
connection probes extra bandwidth by opening up its window.
Responsiveness measures how fast a connection reacts to increased congestion by decreasing its window size. Smoothness
characterizes the steady-state behavior of congestion control
protocols, whereas both aggressiveness and responsiveness
characterize transient behavior. An important observation is
that there are tradeoffs among smoothness, aggressiveness,
and responsiveness [1], [9]. Comparisons of TCP, general
AIMD [1], [3], TFRC [5], and TEAR [2] have shown that
typically higher smoothness means less aggressiveness and
responsiveness.1

Index Terms—congestion control, fairness, TCP-compatibility,
TCP-friendliness, transient behavior.

A. Motivation

I. INTRODUCTION

T

CP uses additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease
(AIMD). It probes available bandwidth by increasing the
congestion window size linearly, and responds to increased
congestion (indicated by packet losses) by decreasing the
window size multiplicatively. Recently proposed congestion
control mechanisms include generalizations of TCP-like
window-based schemes [1]–[4] and equation-based schemes
[5]–[7]. A common objective of these schemes is to reduce
the high variability of TCP’s transmission rate. Such high
variability may limit network utilization. In addition, it is not
desirable for emerging applications such as real-time streaming
applications on the Internet.
A new transport protocol should implement congestion
control mechanisms that interact well with TCP [8]. That
is, it should maintain TCP-compatibility, or fairness across
connections using different protocols. To provide such fairness,
one solution is to satisfy TCP-friendliness, which means the
relationship
should hold, where is the
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Our work is motivated by the need for new controls that have
high smoothness in steady state and high aggressiveness/responsiveness when network conditions change drastically. To that
end, we explore the design space between window-based and
equation-based congestion control schemes. Previous windowbased schemes do not use history while equation-based schemes
do so. History information can be useful to improve the behavior of previous window-based schemes such as AIMD. For
example, the congestion window size in the past is not only an
indicator of the current congestion level of the network, but also
a good predictor of the congestion state for the future. Furthermore, previous window-based schemes provide smoothness of
transmission rate but sacrifice aggressiveness. We answer the
question of whether we can provide high smoothness in steady
state as well as better transient behavior when network conditions change drastically (e.g., when there is a sudden increase in
available bandwidth).
B. Contribution
This paper presents a thorough study of TCP-like windowbased congestion control schemes that utilize history information, in addition to current window size. These schemes are
fundamentally different from memoryless AIMD [1], [3] and
1In feedback control systems, of which congestion control is an example,
there is inevitable tension between stability and responsiveness. In our context,
we use smoothness as a quality measure of stability, and both aggressiveness
and responsiveness as measures of responsiveness. Note, in the control-theory
literature, responsiveness usually means how fast the system reaches a target
state (rise time), whereas we use aggressiveness and responsiveness to distinguish between how fast the window is increased and decreased, respectively, to
reach a target window size.
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binomial schemes [4]. The only history used in our schemes is
the window size at the time of detecting the last loss. Such a small
step allows a much broader exploration of TCP-friendly congestion controls than memoryless AIMD and binomial schemes.
To this end, we propose a spectrum of window-based congestion controls possessing high smoothness in steady state, while
reacting promptly to sudden changes in network conditions.
We analyze the smoothness, transient behavior, and performance tradeoffs of this new spectrum of controls, of which
our recently proposed square-increase/multiplicative-decrease
(SIMD) [10] is an instance. In SIMD, the congestion window
size increases super-linearly, in proportion to the square of the
time elapsed since the detection of the last loss event (alternatively, the increase is inversely proportional to the window
size at the time of last loss detection). Thus, SIMD has high
aggressiveness and fast convergence to fairness.
Our work is the first step toward exploring a new design
space between memoryless window-based congestion control
schemes and equation-based schemes which use more history
information. Compared to memoryless window-based schemes,
our controls improve the transient behavior by using history.
Compared to equation-based schemes, our controls have several
unique properties: the self-clocking nature of window-based
schemes, and simple modifications to TCP’s implementation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We propose our controls in Section II, and define our TCP-friendly controls in Section III. We analyze the tradeoffs among smoothness,
aggressiveness, and responsiveness in Section IV. The convergence properties of our SIMD instance is studied in Section V.
Our results from extensive simulations using the ns simulator
[11] are presented in Section VI. We revisit related work in Section VII and, finally, conclude the paper.
II. WINDOW-BASED CONGESTION CONTROL USING HISTORY
A TCP-like window-based congestion control scheme
increases the congestion window as a result of the successful
transmission of a window of packets, and decreases the congestion window upon the detection of a packet loss event.
We call such a sequence of window increments followed by
one window decrement a congestion epoch. A window-based
congestion control scheme defines one control rule for window
increase, and another rule for window decrease. AIMD uses
the following control rules:
Increase
Decrease
where
is the window size at time (in RTTs). That is,
for AIMD, the window size is increased by a constant when
a window of packets are transmitted successfully, and it is
decreased by a constant factor instantaneously when a packet
loss event is detected.2 Binomial controls [4] generalize AIMD
and use the following control rules:

That is, binomial controls generalize additive-increase by
increasing inversely proportional to a power of the current
window, and generalize multiplicative-decrease by decreasing
proportional to a power of the current window.
We say that AIMD and binomial controls are memoryless
since the increase and decrease rules use only the current
and constants (
, and ). Neither of them
window size
utilizes history information. We argue that the window size at
the end of the last congestion epoch is useful, not only as an
indicator of the current congestion level of the network, but also
as a good predictor of the congestion state for the next epoch.
Thus, our proposed scheme maintains such a state variable
, which is updated at the end of each congestion epoch.
denote the window size after the decrease.
In addition, let
can be obtained from
, and
Given a decrease rule,
.
vice versa. For example, for AIMD,
and .3
Henceforth, for clarity, we use both
Such history information can then be used to improve the
transient behavior of the control. We propose to adopt the following window increase function:
(1)
is the continuous approximation of the window size
where
at time (in RTTs) elapsed since the window started to increase.
. This window increase function is
By definition,
equivalent to the following window increase rule:4
(2)
and is independent of . In particular,
and
.
We are interested in congestion control schemes that have
various window size increase patterns (different ’s, or equiva,
lently, different ’s). Consider three cases. First, if
the congestion window increases super-linearly. The window
is increased cautiously just after the detection of packet loss,
and the increase becomes more and more aggressive when no
, the window increases linmore loss occurs. Second, if
early, i.e., additive increase. The aggressiveness does not change
, the window increases sublinearly.
with time. Third, if
The connection approaches the previously probed window size
fast, but it becomes less aggressive beyond that. These various
schemes possess different degrees of aggressiveness, and may
satisfy different applications. For example, super-linear increase

where

3When the slow-start phase of TCP ends and the congestion avoidance phase
starts, we have the first value of w , i.e., the current window size. Then the first
value of w
is obtained.
4Equivalence of window increase function (1) and window increase rule (2):
Using linear interpolation and continuous approximation, from (2), we have

dw(t)
dt

=

wt

( ( )

0w ) :

This gives us

wt

( ( )

0 w ) dw(t) = dt;

and then by integrating both sides, we have

Increase
Decrease
use AIMD( ; ) to refer to the general AIMD with additive constant
and multiplicative decrease parameter . The term TCP AIMD refers to
AIMD(1; 0:5) or standard TCP. For simplicity, we also use AIMD for the
general case.
2We

wt

0w )
k+1

( ( )

=

t + C:

Notice that the constant C = 0 since when t = 0; w(t) = w . We then rewrite
it as (1):

w(t) = w

k

+ (( + 1)

t)

:
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can support applications that need to quickly acquire bandwidth
as it becomes available.
Therefore, we consider the following control rules:
Increase
Decrease

(3)

since this is reNote that we write as a function of
quired in the derivation of TCP-friendliness. In the remainder
of this paper, we simply write for clarity. We use the same decrease rule as binomial controls, thus we do not use history in
, since otherwise
it.5 For the increase rule, we consider
the window size increases exponentially or faster and we con, since
sider it unstable. For the decrease rule, we consider
can be negative when
is large enough.
otherwise
space in
We illustrate this family of controls as the
Fig. 1. In [13], we show that the spectrum inside the shaded
area satisfies the convergence-to-fairness property under the
synchronized feedback model used by Chiu and Jain [15].
Before further elaboration, we state several main properties
of our controls. First, we show that our controls can be TCPas a function of the
friendly by appropriately defining
. We elaborate on this
constant and the state variable
in Section III. Second, our controls enable different tradeoffs
among smoothness, aggressiveness, and responsiveness. We
elaborate on this in Section IV. Third, our controls can have
better convergence behavior as we show in Section V using
and
.
SIMD [10] as an instance. For SIMD,
We need to point out that our controls are radically different
from binomial controls [4]. Binomial controls generalize
AIMD, but they are still in the memoryless space. Therefore,
binomial controls cannot be simply situated on the spectrum in
Fig. 1.
III. TCP-FRIENDLINESS
We show that our control scheme using the control rules in
(3) can be TCP-friendly. The notion of TCP-friendliness refers
to the relationship between throughput and packet loss rate. We
consider a random loss model, where the losses are Bernoulli
trials; packets are dropped uniformly with a fixed probability.
In Appendix A, assuming such a random loss model, and
without considering the effect of TCP’s timeout mechanisms,
we explain the use of the following definition of to make our
congestion control scheme TCP-friendly:

(4)
is a constant. According to
where the Gamma function
Section II, in (1) is defined as a function of and we have
(5)
5The

use of history in the decrease rule was explored in [12]. Their control,
LIMD/H, uses the history of losses across “measurement periods” to adapt its
backoff strategy, but its increase rule is still additive. Our schemes use history
in the increase rule within the congestion epoch to improve aggressiveness and
convergence-to-fairness.

Fig. 1.

Spectrum of TCP-friendly congestion controls using history.

When the window size variation is small, i.e., the window de, we can simplify and as
crease is small,
(6)

(7)
and is a constant
That is, is a constant factor of
.
factor of
Table I gives several special cases. We give their control rules
and
, from
and the window increase functions. When
. If
.
(4) we have
It degenerates to the memoryless TCP-friendly AIMD control
and
[1], [3]. When
(8)
. In this case, the
If
window size decreases multiplicatively upon the detection of
packet loss, but increases in proportion to the square of the time
elapsed since the detection of the last loss event (cf. Table I).
We call this control square-increase/multiplicative-decrease.
Another way of illustrating TCP-friendliness is to compare
our controls with binomial controls. In [4], the authors show
that binomial controls are TCP-friendly. We observe that for
every instance of the binomial controls, there is a corresponding
and
in Fig. 1
point along the line where
which roughly gives the same control rules. For example, the
(marked as “AIAD” in Fig. 1) corresponds
point
to the special case inverse-increase/additive-decrease (IIAD) of
binomial controls. IIAD has the following control rules:
Increase
Decrease
The only difference between IIAD and our AIAD is in the
window increase factor: in IIAD, the factor is inversely proportional to the current window size , while in AIAD, the
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TABLE I
SEVERAL SPECIAL CASES OF OUR TCP-FRIENDLY CONGESTION CONTROLS USING HISTORY

factor is a constant whose value is inversely proportional to
.6 Notice that
records the maximum window size
in the previous congestion epoch, thus its value is proportional
if the TCP congestion window has
to the time average of
reached steady state. In other words, IIAD and AIAD controls
are equivalent in steady state. However, when there is a sudden
increase in network bandwidth, AIAD’s linear increase rule is
more aggressive than the IIAD’s sublinear increase rule.
The above observation applies to all instances of binomial
, i.e., AIMD
controls, with only one exception at
control, where our control algorithm degenerates precisely to
general AIMD. However, as shown earlier, for the whole shaded
area in Fig. 1, our controls can be adjusted to be TCP-friendly
[cf. (4)]. This gives the needed flexibility to control the transient behavior. For example, as shown in the next section, by
, SIMD control is able
exploiting the history information
to increase the window super-linearly (more aggressively than
AIMD) and shows much better transient behavior, without affecting TCP-friendliness.
In this paper, due to space limitation, we only present results
for SIMD, AIMD, and AIAD as instances in the spectrum of
Fig. 1.
IV. TRADEOFFS AMONG SMOOTHNESS, AGGRESSIVENESS,
AND RESPONSIVENESS
In this section, we consider important properties of congestion controls other than TCP-friendliness. These are
smoothness, aggressiveness, and responsiveness. Smoothness
measures the variability in a connection’s window size over
time. High variability is not desirable. Aggressiveness measures
how fast a connection probes bandwidth as it becomes available
by opening up its window. Higher aggressiveness, implying
potentially higher utilization, is desirable. Responsiveness
measures how fast a connection decreases its window size
in response to increased congestion. High responsiveness is
desirable.
Smoothness can be observed at different time scales [1]. We
consider short time scales since long-term smoothness can be
affected by other dynamics in the system. We define smoothness as the variation of the window size of a connection during
one congestion epoch. In particular, we use the coefficient of
variation of window size in one congestion epoch as a measure
of short-term smoothness. Note that the coefficient of variation
is not necessarily an accurate measure of smoothness, but it is
adequate to give insight into the tradeoffs. We define aggressiveness as the inverse of the time needed for the connection to
6Unlike our history-based AIAD control, memoryless AIAD increases its
window by an amount that is constant over all congestion epochs.

increase the window size, in response to a step increase of available bandwidth [9]. That is, the available bandwidth is increased
by a factor of . We define responsiveness as the inverse of the
number of loss events required for the connection to decrease its
window by a substantial amount, in response to a step increase
of congestion [9]. That is, a decrease of available bandwidth by
a factor of .
Table II gives the approximate expressions of smoothness,
aggressiveness, and responsiveness for AIMD, IIAD, SIMD,
and AIAD controls. More details are given in [13]. Intuitively,
the smoothness index is proportional to the window decrease
divided by the average window size. Aggressiveness is determined by the window size increase function. Responsiveness is
determined by the decrease rule.
Numerical results in Fig. 2 show the tradeoffs among
smoothness, aggressiveness, and responsiveness. Results for
AIAD are not shown here since they are similar to those of
IIAD except that AIAD has higher aggressiveness. Fig. 2(a)
shows the inverse of aggressiveness of AIMD, SIMD, and
IIAD as the coefficient of variation varies. Their special cases,
TCP
and
are also shown by points. Note that
and
are parameterized
. The
according to the TCP-friendly condition
inverse of aggressiveness is computed as the number of RTTs
. Fig. 2(b)
necessary to double the window size, i.e.,
shows the inverse of responsiveness of AIMD, IIAD, and
SIMD as the coefficient of variation varies. The inverse of
responsiveness is computed assuming the target window size is
.
half of the current window size, i.e.,
From this figure, we can see that SIMD has much higher
aggressiveness (fewer RTTs) than the others, especially when
high smoothness (low coefficient of variation) is needed. Meanwhile, SIMD has a slight loss of responsiveness. In particular,
SIMD shows up to order of magnitude better aggressiveness
at less than about 1.7 times lower responsiveness for about
the same smoothness value. For example, we can predict that
and
have
comparable smoothness when the average window size is 20.
can react to a substantial increase of
However,
available bandwidth much faster. The smoothness–aggressiveness relationship can also be inferred from Table II. For
both AIMD and IIAD, aggressiveness varies in proportion to
the coefficient of variation. For SIMD, aggressiveness varies
as the square root of the coefficient of variation. Thus, when
the transmission rate is very smooth, SIMD has much higher
aggressiveness than AIMD and IIAD.
We should note that, we have not considered the effect of the
self-clocking property of window-based schemes in our analysis of responsiveness. When there is a burst of packet losses,
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SMOOTHNESS, AGGRESSIVENESS, AND RESPONSIVENESS COMPARISONS OF
AIMD, IIAD, SIMD, AND AIAD
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that, for SIMD, aggressiveness is inversely proportional to the
square root of , and for AIMD and IIAD, aggressiveness is in, respectively. Therefore,
versely proportional to or even
larger makes SIMD more favorable.
Remark: In the spectrum of controls in Fig. 1, SIMD is the
one whose aggressiveness grows the fastest. SIMD has the best
tradeoff between smoothness in steady state and aggressiveness
during transient periods. As increases, the spectrum of controls have worse tradeoffs.
V. CONVERGENCE TO FAIRNESS AND EFFICIENCY

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Tradeoffs of smoothness, aggressiveness, and responsiveness. For
(a), we assume available bandwidth is doubled. For (b), we assume the
window is reduced to half, i.e.,
= 2. The initial average window size
before bandwidth changes is 20. (a) Aggressiveness versus smoothness.
(b) Responsiveness versus smoothness.

W

m

since the connections are acknowledgment (ACK) clocked, it is
possible that the congestion window size is reduced to one due
to a retransmission timeout regardless of which control is used.
Therefore, SIMD’s slight loss of responsiveness is even less noticeable in such scenarios. This observation is validated by our
simulations in Section VI-B2.
for the sudden increase and deIf we use a larger factor
crease of available bandwidth, the advantage of SIMD’s aggressiveness is more pronounced [14]. We can observe from Table II

In this section, we first show the convergence of our SIMD
instance. Then we show that SIMD has better convergence behavior than AIMD.
We adopt the synchronized feedback assumption [15]. This
assumption is not realistic in real networks, and our analysis is
not a proof of convergence if this assumption does not hold.
However the analysis still provides an intuitive way to gain
insights. To show that multiple users with synchronized feedbacks using our control scheme converge to fairness, we use the
vector space used by Chiu and Jain [15] to view the system state
transitions as a trajectory. For ease of presentation, we show a
two-user case. It is straightforward to apply the same technique
to the multiple-user case to reach the same conclusion.
As shown in Fig. 3, any two-user resource allocation can be
, where is the resource allorepresented by a point
.
cation (normalized by total capacity) for the th user,
. If the fairWe define the fairness index as
ness index is closer to unity, the resource allocation is more fair.
is the “fairness line.” The line
is
The line
the “efficiency line.” The goal of control schemes is to bring the
system to the intersection of the fairness line and the efficiency
line. When the system is under-utilized, assuming
without loss of generality, AIMD increases the resource allocation of both users by a constant. Fig. 3(a) shows the trajectory
parallel to the fairness line. This movement improves fairto
ness, i.e., reduces the fairness index. Then both users use multiplicative decrease, which does not change fairness. Hence, as
the system evolves, AIMD brings the resource allocation point
toward the fairness line, finally oscillating around the efficiency
line.
For SIMD control, we first observe Table I. We can see that
the window size of a connection increases in proportion to
or
here for
. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3(b),
with slope
the increase trajectory emanates from
. Indeed, at any point between the two lines emanating
and
, the resource
from the origin with slopes
is more fair than as it reduces the value of the
allocation
fairness index. Therefore, the increase phase of SIMD improves
fairness. Since like AIMD, SIMD uses multiplicative decrease,
the decrease phase of SIMD does not change fairness. Hence,
SIMD converges to fairness and efficiency.
We also analytically compare the convergence time of SIMD,
AIMD, and binomial control schemes. We still assume synchronized feedback and use Fig. 4(a) to illustrate the process of convergence. For ease of analysis, we choose the variables to be
. The convergence time conthe actual window sizes
sists of two parts: , the time it takes the control mechanism to
, where
and
bring an arbitrary initial point
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Convergence of AIMD and SIMD. (a) AIMD trajectory. (b) SIMD
trajectory.

, close to the efficiency line
,7
and , the time until the difference between the two user win.
dows stays within a certain small bound, i.e.,
and
are measured in RTTs. We also denote the difference
as . Due to space limbetween the two user windows after
itation, we only present the main results here in Table III. The
detailed analysis can be found in [13].
We numerically solve the above equations for different initial
points. Fig. 4(b) shows the regions for which SIMD with
converges faster/slower (i.e.,
is smaller/larger)
for
and
than TCP-friendly AIMD with
. In most cases, SIMD converges faster than AIMD. Numerand
is
ical results also show that IIAD with
much slower than AIMD and SIMD in all cases.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We use the ns simulator [11] to validate that with RED [16]
queue management, our proposed controls, most notably SIMD,
are TCP-friendly and TCP-compatible. In addition, we compare
7Note that for ease of analysis we assume a small buffer is used at
the bottleneck, i.e., packets start to get dropped once the efficiency line is
reached. However, adding more buffer space does not qualitatively change
the conclusions.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Comparison of convergence speed. (a) Metrics definition. (b) AIMD
versus SIMD.

our controls to standard TCP [17], generalized AIMD [3], and
IIAD [4], in terms of smoothness, responsiveness, and aggressiveness. In most simulations, we also include AIAD. In addition, we investigate the way two homogeneous flows converge
to their bandwidth fair share and show that our SIMD algorithm
outperforms other algorithms. Details about the implementation
of SIMD in the ns simulator are described in [14].
Unless explicitly specified, in all of the experiments, RED is
used as the queue management policy at the bottleneck link. The
bottleneck queue configuration and other simulation parameters
are listed in Table IV.
The bottleneck queue size and RED queue parameters are
tuned as recommended in [18]. The “gentle ” option of the RED
queue is turned on as recommended in [19]. We choose
for SIMD and AIMD (and, thus,
for AIMD
and
.
to ensure TCP-friendliness). For IIAD,
. For ease of presentation, in the rest of
For AIAD,
this section, we will call these implementations by their family
when there is no conname, e.g., AIMD for
fusion. We use SACK [20] for congestion detection. We also
obtained similar results for other mechanisms such as Reno and
NewReno. We assume no delayed acknowledgments.
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE MEASURES ON CONVERGENCE TO FAIRNESS AND EFFICIENCY.

TABLE IV
NETWORK CONFIGURATION

Fig. 5.

TCP-friendliness.

A. TCP-Friendliness and Compatibility
1) TCP-Friendliness: We conduct the following experiment
to test the TCP-friendliness of our SIMD control. A single flow
under investigation is traveling through a single fat link with infinite bandwidth and buffer size. However, the link drops an incoming packet uniformly with probability . We vary the loss
rate and compare the normalized long-term throughput of
SIMD (with respect to standard TCP measured over 3000 RTT)
for different values and plot them in Fig. 5. For comparison,
.
we also plot the throughput of
We notice that all of the curves have a dip when the loss
rate is moderate. A close look at the TCP-friendly equation
[21], shown at the bottom of the page, can reveal one possible
explanation of this abnormality. When loss rate is low, TCP
mainly stays in the congestion avoidance stage, and AIMD
control dominates the equation, while when loss rate is very
high, TCP spends most of its time retransmitting packets,
and the exponential backoff control dominates the equation.

Since all controls studied in this paper use the same timeout
mechanism as standard TCP, and they carefully calibrate the
values of their parameters during congestion avoidance to
match standard TCP, they can achieve comparable throughput
as standard TCP for very high and low loss rates. However, for
the loss regime in between, it becomes hard, if not impossible,
to obtain and values that would approximate well both
congestion avoidance and exponential backoff components of
the TCP-friendly equation [3].
Nevertheless, in the worst case with loss rate around 15%,
, which is the worst among all SIMD controls
considered, can achieve at least 75% throughput as standard TCP, and performs much closer to standard TCP than
.8 Given the fact that most parts of the Internet
are experiencing less than 5% loss rate [22], our control is
TCP-friendly under these conditions.
2) TCP-Compatibility: We use the method described in [1]
to test TCP-compatibility. SIMD flows and standard TCP
SACK flows compete for bandwidth over a shared bottleneck
link. There are also four background TCP flows transmitting
packets in the opposite direction to introduce random ACK delays. We consider both RED and DropTail queues. Fig. 6 shows
the simulation results for RED queues without ECN bit set.9
Results are shown for a bottleneck link bandwidth of 15 and
60 Mb/s. The measured average round-trip delay is around 0.1 s.
Each point in the graph represents the throughput of an individual flow in the last 60 s, and the dashed lines represent the
average throughput of SIMD and standard TCP flows. In the
lower graphs, we also plot the packet loss rate.
As can be observed from the graphs, when the loss rate is
low, SIMD achieves very close throughput as standard TCP.
When the loss rate exceeds a certain level, SIMD achieves a
slightly lower average throughput. This is partly due to the
reason we illustrate in Fig. 5. Another possible explanation is
that when severe congestion happens, SIMD cannot compete
well against standard TCP since compared to TCP, SIMD opens
its congestion window more conservatively at the beginning of
8The weakness of AIMD( ; ) with small under intermediate loss conditions is also reported in [1], [3]. The authors try to compensate for the bandwidth
loss by increasing the value of . However, when loss rate is small (e.g., less
than 3%), AIMD with large could achieve significantly higher bandwidth than
standard TCP and become less TCP-friendly. Therefore, we maintain the theoretical values throughout our simulations.
9Similar results were obtained for RED queues with ECN bit set [14].
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Fig. 6. TCP competing with SIMD(1=16), RED without ECN.

Fig. 7. TCP competing with SIMD(1=16), with DropTail.

each congestion epoch. Therefore, when the time between two
consecutive packet losses is short, the more aggressive TCP
tends to gain more throughput. However, in a reasonable loss
regime with loss rate below 10%, SIMD shows very impressive
TCP-compatibility.10
We also found that with DropTail queue management,
as shown in Fig. 7, SIMD can still be TCP-friendly and
TCP-compatible. The difference, compared to the RED queue
experiment, is that the variance becomes larger and SIMD now
gets slightly less share of bandwidth. Note that the assumption
of randomized packet losses made in our analysis does not
apply to DropTail. Under DropTail, packet losses are more
correlated. We conjecture that because the RTTs of connections are randomized in the simulation, the chance of having
synchronized packet arrivals is small, and the side effect of a
DropTail queue (correlated drops for each flow) is thus not so
significant.11
10Note that in case of 60-Mb/s link and less than four flows, the length
of the measurement period (60 s) is too short compared to the length of
each congestion epoch (more than 40 s), thus, the variance of the results
appears to be large.
11Similar results were obtained for AIAD competing for bandwidth with TCP
[14].

B. Smoothness, Responsiveness, Aggressiveness
1) Smoothness: As revealed by the study in [1], the
long-term smoothness of traffic is mainly determined by packet
loss patterns and it tends to follow the same distribution at
large time-scales (more than 100 RTTs), regardless of which
congestion control is used. We thus focus our simulation on
short-term smoothness and use the simulation code contributed
by [1] to study the traffic generated by the congestion controls
under investigation. To this end, we let such flows compete
for a bottleneck link (with capacity ) with another standard
TCP flows. There are also some TCP flows traversing in the
opposite direction to introduce random ACK delays. In Fig. 8,
and
Mb/s, which correwe show the case for
sponds to roughly 0.3% packet drop rate. The bottleneck queue
strategy is RED with ECN enabled.12 Each graph shows one
flow’s throughput on the congested link during the time interval
between 250–270 s of a 500-s simulation. The throughput is
averaged over 0.2-s intervals, which correspond to twice a
typical RTT for this simulation. As in [5], we also plot the time
at which a packet is marked at the bottom of each curve.
We can observe from the graphs that all four controls,
AIMD, IIAD, SIMD, and AIAD, have roughly the same scale
12Similar

results were obtained with ECN turned off [14].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Traffic smoothness, 16 + 16 flows, 60 Mb/s link, RED with ECN. (a) AIMD(1=10; 1=16) with TCP. (b) IIAD with TCP. (c) SIMD(1=16) with TCP.
(d) AIAD(2=3) with TCP.

of short-term burstiness, with SIMD having a little larger
variation. This agrees with our analysis (cf. Section IV). In
particular, by plugging in equations of Table II the values we
for AIMD and SIMD,
choose in our simulation of
for IIAD and AIAD, and since the average
and
,
window size in this simulation is about 23 packets, or
we find that the order of the coefficients of variation of these
controls (from low to high) is IIAD (and AIAD), AIMD, and
SIMD. Our experiment results show that this is indeed the case.
Results for a decreased of 15 Mb/s (thus, increased congestion level to nearly 5% loss rate) can be found in [14]. We
observe that the smoothness of all four controls becomes worse
when the network becomes more congested. This is again due to
the self-clocking mechanism of window-based congestion control. With a smaller average congestion window, the chance that
a retransmission timeout happens becomes higher, so does the
chance that the congestion window reduces to one. We thus
can observe abrupt reductions of the sending rate more frequently. Although, in general, AIMD, IIAD, AIAD, and SIMD
still exhibit smoother transmission than TCP, it appears not easy
for window-based schemes to achieve high smoothness.13 This
is probably a common weakness of window-based schemes.
On the contrary, equation-based schemes [5] can achieve high
smoothness even when the loss rate is high.
We also observe that the throughput of AIMD degrades significantly. IIAD and AIAD also get less than their fair share.
This is in part due to the reason mentioned in Section VI-A1,
that is, AIMD becomes less competitive than standard TCP in
this loss regime. The other reason, we conjecture, is that AIMD
control does not give any preference to the sender with smaller
congestion window (cf. Section VI-C). Thus, when no loss hap13The use of the Limited Transmit algorithm can avoid some of the retransmit
timeouts to get slightly smoother rate.

pens, TCP increases its congestion window more aggressively
and gets higher throughput than AIMD, which eventually gives
up the fair share it deserves. SIMD overcomes this problem and
can achieve throughput close to TCP in this scenario.
2) Impulse Response: To better illustrate the aggressiveness
and responsiveness properties of different controls, we now
study the behavior of different controls responding to impulse
disturbance from a periodical ON/OFF constant-bit-rate (CBR)
flow.14 The model is similar to the square-wave model used
in the simulation study of [23]. In the experiment, we let the
CBR flow alternate between ON and OFF state, each of which
and
, respectively. The sending rate of the CBR
lasts for
flow during the active period is set to times , the capacity
of the bottleneck link. We intend to see the effect of such
bandwidth oscillation on the transmission of a long TCP flow
using the control under study. The results reported here are for
Mb/s, average end-to-end RTT (including queueing
ms,
s,
s, and
.
delay)
Both flows start around time 0 with some random disturbance.
Fig. 9(a)–(c) plots the congestion window value of different
controls over time period [480:600].
We also prolong our simulation to repeat this impulse disturbance pattern and measure the average aggressiveness and
responsiveness according to our definitions in Section IV and
report these data in Table V. We choose the steady-state error to
be one packet within the target window size, and the simulation
results are shown in the form of 95% confidence intervals.
As expected, standard TCP is highly variable, IIAD and
AIMD are the smoothest since the average window size is
14To make the graphs more readable, we use error detection mechanisms of
TCP NewReno, instead of SACK, so that different controls detect and react to
loss at about the same time, in response to duplicate acknowledgments. Using
TCP SACK does not qualitatively change the conclusion.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Impulse response to square-wave CBR flow.

TABLE V
QUANTITATIVE MEASURES

modification at both sender and receiver sides. Fig. 9(d) shows
the result of SIMD versus TFRC with default settings. It is
evident that
and the default TFRC have similar
smoothness at steady state, and SIMD is more aggressive in
probing bandwidth but less responsive to bandwidth decrease.
C. Convergence to Fairness and Efficiency

larger than 10, at the expense of slow response to bandwidth
increases. With similar smoothness, SIMD is much more
aggressive than AIMD, IIAD, and AIAD. In addition, AIAD is
more aggressive than IIAD. Notice the close match between the
simulated measure of aggressiveness and the analytical results.
Aggressiveness of a congestion control is directly related to
how much bandwidth a flow can get when it is competing with
other flows. It has been shown in [23] that the set of slowly
responsive congestion controls proposed so far all tend to receive significantly less bandwidth than competing standard TCP
flows in a highly dynamic network environment. However, since
SIMD maintains good aggressiveness property, the loss of bandwidth is relatively minor (cf. Fig. 6).
Notice that the responsiveness of a control is hard to measure due to the extreme way TCP responds to a burst of losses,
which will occur when it sees a sudden decrease of bandwidth.
In this case, all TCP flows reduce their congestion window to
one regardless of which congestion avoidance strategy is used.
However, we still show the measured responsiveness in Table V
to provide a qualitative comparison. Generally speaking, the
smooth transmission of a slower responsive flow comes at the
cost of more packet losses when available bandwidth is suddenly decreased.
For completeness, we compare the impulse response of
SIMD with the equation-based TFRC scheme [5], which
also uses history information but is rate-based and requires

In this section, we assume a homogeneous protocol environment, i.e., all flows use the same algorithm for congestion
control. We then vary the network configuration to study the
convergence time of different algorithms.
We use the topology shown in Fig. 10 to perform this experiment. In the beginning of the simulation, there are
connections sharing link
, two connections sharing link
, and
connections between and . Link bandwidths and delays are shown in the figure. At time 400, all background flows terminate and only two flows ( - ) and ( - )
. We use packet
stay to compete for the bottleneck link
size of 500 bytes in these experiments.
: We
1) Convergence to Fairness
create this scenario to study the convergence time to fairness
is on the efficiency line
given that the initial point
. To create this setup, we let
,
,
Mb/s, and
Mb/s. So the bottleneck link for flow
remains link
, but for flow
, the bottleto
at time 400. We can
neck changes from link
, and
. Fig. 11
also compute that
plots the transient behavior of the congestion window of different protocols.
We observe that standard TCP has the highest convergence
speed, and IIAD generates the smoothest but least responsive
traffic. It is worth noticing that in this scenario, where significant
bandwidth change happens, our proposed algorithm converges
much faster than AIMD to the fair share of the bandwidth.
. Here we
Table VI gives the convergence time to fairness
packets (cf. Section V). The theoretical value is also
use
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TABLE VI
QUANTITATIVE MEASURES ON CONVERGENCE TIME

two competing flows to quickly transit to the fair steady state,
since the flow with smaller window grows more aggressive than
the one with larger window. IIAD takes a much longer time to
converge due to its inherent weak aggressiveness (sublinear increase).
in Table VI.
We also give convergence time to efficiency
Analytical results closely match the simulation results.
VII. RELATED WORK
Fig. 10.

Simulation topology for convergence test.

given in the table for comparison. The following observations
can be made from the table.
First, the simulation results agree with the theoretical analysis
in the ranking of various protocols except that all measured convergence times are smaller than the corresponding theoretical
values. This is expected since our analysis is based on synchronized feedback assumption, and routers that do not differentiate
among flows when dropping packets. In contrast, in the simulation, we use RED, so flows with larger window sizes would see
more packet drops. In other words, RED helps the convergence
speed to fairness.
Second, SIMD benefits from RED much more than other
value from simulations is much smaller than
schemes. The
the value obtained from analysis (shown in boldface). This is
because RED allows SIMD flows with smaller windows to experience fewer packet losses, which gives them a better chance
to become more aggressive.15 On the contrary, AIMD does not
fully capitalize on the random loss property of RED since its
window increase rate does not change. As a result, SIMD converges to fairness much faster.
: To create
2) Convergence to Efficiency
Mb/s, and
such scenario, we let
Mb/s. So initially the bottleneck link for flow
is
, and for flow
the bottleneck is
. But
. Roughly, we
at time 400, both of them switch to link
, and
. We can then study ,
have
the convergence time to efficiency of different control schemes.
Fig. 12 plots the transient behavior of different protocols.
The advantage of our SIMD algorithm is more pronounced
in this scenario. TCP is still the fastest responding protocol, but
still at the expense of high variability in steady state. In addition, general AIMD suffers from the problem of convergence
efficiency, i.e., all flows have the same window increments, so
before packet loss happens, they increase their congestion windows at the same rate and, thus, do not efficiently converge to
the fair share. On the contrary, our SIMD algorithm allows the
15Recall that the congestion window size of a SIMD connection increases in
.
proportion to 1=w

The earliest congestion controls known are Jacobson’s TCP
Tahoe [17] and Ramakrishnan and Jain’s DECbit scheme
[24]. To provide smoother transmission rate than that given
by TCP, several TCP-like window-based congestion control
mechanisms have been proposed, including the general AIMD
[1], [3] and TEAR [2]. These mechanisms use a moderate
window decrease parameter to reduce rate variability, meanwhile using a matching window increase parameter to satisfy
TCP-friendliness.
Nonlinear control was initially considered not robust and not
suitable for practical purposes [15]. On the contrary, Bansal
and Balakrishnan [4] proposed binomial controls that interact
well with TCP. Binomial controls are memoryless in that they
use only the current window size in their control rules. Our
controls are fundamentally different from memoryless binomial
controls. To our knowledge, not much work has focused on
using history information in control rules (an exception is [12]
which uses history to adapt its backoff strategy). We proposed
and evaluated the first set of window-based TCP-friendly congestion controls that use history information to improve transient behavior without sacrificing smoothness in steady state.
Another approach to provide smoother transmission rate is
equation-based congestion controls [5]–[7], first proposed in
[25]. In these schemes, the end-systems measure the packet loss
rate and RTT, and use the TCP-friendly equation [21] to compute
the transmission rate. Two comparisons [1], [9] of equationbased and window-based congestion controls have shown that
equation-based schemes and window-based AIMD share similar
transient behavior but equation-based schemes provide higher
smoothness. However, the aggressiveness of equation-based
schemes is limited by the nature of rate-based control, which
lacks a self-clocking mechanism for overload protection as in
window-based control. In [23], Bansal et al. add a parameter
to control the degree of self-clocking in the equation-based
control to enhance its safety in deployment. They also compared
such enhanced control with other slowly responsive but smooth
congestion control schemes such as binomial controls. Their
simulation results show that all schemes become less competitive
to standard TCP in a highly dynamic environment. They also
have the problem of converging slowly to fairness in case
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Two flows converge to fair share of bandwidth. (a) TCP. (b) AIMD(1=10; 1=16). (c) IIAD. (d) SIMD(1=16).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Two flows converge to fair share of bandwidth. (a) TCP. (b) AIMD(1=10; 1=16). (c) IIAD. (d) SIMD(1=16).

of sudden increase/decrease of available bandwidth. Notably,
equation-based schemes use more history information up to
eight congestion epochs [5]. Therefore, our work is a step
toward enhancing transient measures like aggressiveness by
exploring the design space between window-based memoryless
control schemes and equation-based schemes that make use
of longer history.
Much of the literature has focused on the modeling of TCP
congestion control [21], [26]–[31]. Ott et al. showed that if
packet losses are independent with small probability , the average window size and long-term throughput are of the order of
. Lakshman et al. [28] studied the properties of TCP in a

regime where the bandwidth-delay product is high and losses
are random. In [29], Mathis et al. studied the relationship between TCP throughput and packet loss rate when TCP is in
congestion avoidance mode and came up with the well-known
TCP-friendly equation. Padhye et al. [21] extended this method
and used a stochastic model that also captures the effect of
TCP’s timeout mechanism on throughput. Altman et al. [26] analyze TCP throughput under a more general loss process which
is assumed to be stationary. The model thus can account for any
correlation and inter-loss time distributions. Recently, Low et al.
[31] presented a duality model of TCP Vegas congestion control
mechanism [32].
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a spectrum of TCP-like window-based congestion controls. Unlike memoryless controls such as AIMD
and binomial controls, our controls utilize history information.
They are TCP-friendly and TCP-compatible under RED queue
management. They possess different smoothness, aggressiveness, and responsiveness tradeoffs. Thus, instances from our
spectrum can be chosen as the transport schemes of various applications, for example, streaming applications on the Internet
which are required to be TCP-friendly and need smoothness of
transmission rates. We conducted extensive simulations using
the ns simulator. In particular, we presented simulation results
of SIMD, AIMD, and AIAD as special instances. Analysis
and simulation were used to demonstrate the TCP-friendliness
and TCP-compatibility of our controls, the possible tradeoffs
among smoothness, aggressiveness, and responsiveness, as
well as better convergence behavior of our SIMD instance. The
code for our ns implementations and the simulation scripts
used for this paper are available on line [33].
To summarize, most encouragingly, in a new design space
where control rules use history information, window-based
congestion control mechanisms can be TCP-friendly, and still
provide smoothness as well as better transient behavior. They
can solve the problem raised by slowly responsive congestion
controls. Given that equation-based congestion control schemes
use longer history, we believe comparisons between equationbased schemes and our scheme remain an interesting future
work.
APPENDIX A
TCP-FRIENDLINESS OF OUR CONTROL
This Appendix explains our choice of in (4), or equivalently, the choice of in (5) to make our control scheme TCPfriendly. We assume packet losses occur randomly with a fixed
probability , and the window size variation is small. We do not
consider the effect of TCP’s timeout mechanisms.
We first derive the value of under the periodic loss model.
Then using approximation, we derive it under the random loss
model. We show that the two values from the two models differ
only by a small constant.
Consider many congestion epochs where the window increases and decreases alternately in steady state, as shown
be the window size in the beginning of
in Fig. 13. Let
the th epoch. In this epoch, the window size is decreased to
, then increased by, say, packets, to
before
packets are sent
the first packet loss happens. Assume
successfully in this epoch.
1) Periodic Losses: Under a periodic loss model, the
window size increase and decrease are deterministic. Both
and
are constants, denoted as
and , respectively. is
.
a constant equal to
Given the window increase function (1) in Section II, we can
compute the duration (in RTTs) of each congestion epoch as

Fig. 13.

Window increases with time, and decreases on packet losses.

and the number of packets in each epoch is given by

For the congestion control to be TCP-friendly, the throughput
and loss rate relationship must hold. Without considering the
effect of TCP’s timeout mechanisms, the relationship is
, where is the average throughput and is the
, i.e., average throughput is the
RTT. We have
number of packets between two consecutive losses divided by
the time (in seconds) between the two losses. We also have
. Plugging them into the
relationship, we get

(9)
is equal to , by definition. Therefore,
Notice that here
under the periodic loss model, this definition satisfies TCPfriendliness.
2) Random Losses: Now we consider a random loss model
where the losses are Bernoulli trails: packets are dropped uniformly with a fixed probability . Consider the random process
where
is the number of packets sent in the th epoch up
to but not including the first packet lost. Given the random loss
model, the probability that packets are acknowledged successfully before the first loss is

Let
denote the number of rounds between two consecutive
can be computed by
divided by the average
loss events.
. Using (1),
window size in the th epoch , i.e.,
this results in a window increase of size

Computing
is difficult since
and
are correlated.
However, when the window size variation is small enough, we
ignore such correlation and use the time-average window size
to approximate . Therefore
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Then the expected window increase is

(10)
Note that, under the periodic loss model,
. Therefore

, and
(11)

For TCP-friendliness, we need to equalize the expected
under both loss models. In steady
window increases
state, the expected increase of the window size is equal to
the expected decrease of the window size. Under both loss
models, the expected decreases of the window size are roughly
equal, given the same loss rate and roughly the same average
window size. Therefore, we need only to equalize the expected
increases under both loss models. Noticing the only difference
, we only adjust
between (10) and (11) is a factor of
the definition in (9). Thus, we get (5), and equivalently, (4).
Considering that the random loss model is obviously more
realistic, we use the definition in (4) and (5) in this paper. In
Section VI, we use simulations to validate the TCP-friendliness
of SIMD under a wide range of loss rate.
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